
TRUMP: 'I WILL RECOGNIZE
JERUSALEM AS THE UNDIVIDED

CAPITOL OF THE STATE OF ISRAEL'

Regardless of who wins the U.S. Presidential Election, a One
World Political System will come into being at the beginning
of a Five Month Period known as The Hour of Temptation. 

This means the United States and Russia must “bury the hatchet”, as they
say, in order for them to merge together into a “New World Order”. 

The Democrats were infiltrated by the Stalinist Wing of the Communist
System in 1933. If the Stalinist Candidate wins this election, actual war
with Russia may be the method the Kenites use to bring about the New

World Order. World War always ends with an attempt at One Worldism in
case you haven't noticed. Remember those pictures of FDR and Stalin back

when the foundation of the United Nations was being laid? 

The Republican Party was infiltrated in 1980 by the Trotskyite Wing of the
Communist System. If the Trotskyite Candidate wins, we've already seen
plenty of evidence of Putin's inclination to resolve the dispute over Syria
with the Trotskyite Candidate rather than the Stalinist Candidate, who,
along with the current Stalinist U.S. President have accused Russia of

hacking the DNC. But no matter who becomes the next President,
the One World Political System is inevitable. 

Once this New World Order emerges, which will not finally happen until
Satan and his angels are cast out of Heaven unto the earth, shortly

thereafter it will be “wounded to death” as we know from Revelation 13.
After the Deadly Wound to the One World Political System Satan will

appear in JERUSALEM as the false messiah claiming to be Jesus returned at
the 6th Seal, 6th Trumpet and 6th Vial. This will happen regardless of who
becomes the next POTUS but one can't help but see the irony in the so-

called “anti-globalism” candidate standing the best chance of restoring ties
with Russia (a major step toward a One World Political System) and

promising to make Jerusalem the capitol of Kenite Occupied Israel (a major
step toward a One World Religious System). 

Jerusalem being recognized by the United States as the capitol is KEY.

 NEVER FORGET: The only reason Kenite Occupied Israel exists in
the first place is because it was was recognized in 1948 by

President Harry S. Truman and Joseph Stalin. 

PUTIN: RUSSIA, TURKEY CALL FOR
URGENT END TO BLOODSHED IN SYRIA

RT, October 10th, 2016

(EXCERPT) Russian President Vladimir
Putin and his Turkish counterpart Recep
Tayyip Erdogan have urged a swift end

to the bloodshed in war-torn Syria,
following talks between the two leaders

in Istanbul on Monday.

“Both Russia and Turkey stand for the
earliest cessation of bloodshed in Syria.
In Russia we think that the switch to a
political settlement must happen as
soon as possible. We suppose that

everybody, who wants peace, should
support this proposal,” Putin said.

According to Putin, both Moscow and
Ankara backed the proposal of UN Special

Envoy for Syria Staffan de Mistura, regarding
the removal of militants from Aleppo.

“Together with the Turkish president we agreed 
to do everything to support de Mistura’s initiative
on the withdrawal of military units, which refuse 
to lay down their arms, from Aleppo in order to 
end violence,” he said.

The Russian president said that he and Erdogan 
had agreed to strengthen contact between the 
countries’ militaries and intelligence agencies.

He added that Moscow is ready to develop large-
scale military-technical cooperation with Ankara 
and the sides are now studying various projects.

----------------------------------------------------  
THUS SAITH THE LORD GOD;

BEHOLD, I AM AGAINST THEE,
O GOG, THE CHIEF PRINCE OF

MESHECH AND TUBAL: 
EZEKIEL 38:3
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